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Abstract Museums in Korea have experienced continuing quantitative growth since the late Choson Dynasty. However, a

careful examination of visitors’ viewing behavior has not been properly performed. Accordingly, social education for

visitors in museums is not properly conducted despite the vast amount of information that museums possess.

Given these circumstances, this study which focuses on the factors that influence visitors’ behavior in museums

intends to examine the effects that the configuration of exhibition space and the resulting visitor circulation

patterns have on visitors’ behavior with regard to visitor density. From this perspective, and considering five public

historical museums within the seoul metropolitan area of korea, a correlation analysis has been conducted based

upon quantitative analysis related to the configuration of exhibition space and visitors’ observed viewing behaviors.

The result of our study is that the configuration of exhibition space influences the patterns of visitor circulation,

distribution of space, and the subsequent state of visitor density. Accordingly, the effects of visitor density on the

viewing speed and other viewing behaviors could be identified. Based on these findings, the configurational

differences in exhibition spaces were identified as one of the key factors that influence visitors’ viewing behaviors.
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1. Introduction

 
1.1. The background and purpose of the study

Korea’s modern museums started as Royal museums

in the late Choson Dynasty. Since the establishment of

the Republic of Korea and the reorganization of the

nation, have been built with the goal of systematic

management of historic data and social education.1)2)

Especially since the 1990s, when local self-governments

arose, the establishment of museums has escalated.

This quantitative expansion of museums has brought

about increased opportunities for social education.


 * 
This paper is the revised edition of the master’s thesis of Mihyun

Kim, A Study on the Causal Factors behind Viewing Abandonment in

Exhibition Spaces of Museums, approved by The Graduate School of

Art and Design, Sangmyung University in August 2010.

However, the quantitative growth of museums has not

been accompanied by close examination of visitor

behavior. As a result, the social education of visitors,

which is the original goal of a museum, has not been

properly conducted, though the museums themselves

have come to store a1)vast amount of information. The

information2)museum possesses flows along the

development way of exhibition space. Although a vast

amount of research has been performed on exhibition

space in general, the actual reasons for and effects of

the current schemes used to configure exhibition space

are not well understood with regard to their influence

on visitors’ viewing behaviors. The development way

1) Museums in this study refer to historical museums.

2) Suh S.W and Lee S.H, 100 Years of Museum Architecture in

Korea, Kimoondang, 2009, p.20
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of exhibition space influences on the degree of access

to exhibition space of visitors and this phenomenon is

shown to the amount of visitors’ density in exhibition

space. Thus, this study aims to understand diverse

patterns of visitor behaviors in museums from the

perspective of exhibition space configuration and

visitor density, where the latter is influenced by the

former. This study intends to propose a set of

guidelines for museum design based on an

understanding of the relationship between the spatial

configuration of exhibition space and viewing behavior

in museums.

<Figure 1> The selection standard and process of the research object

1.2. The scope and subjects of the study

A preliminary survey was performed in preparation

for this study, and it was judged that the historical

museums within the metropolitan areas were the most

appropriate for the study. Historical museums tend to

have a larger proportion of showcase areas compared

to art or science museums. Accordingly, the pure

viewing area3), when the area of the exhibits is

subtracted from the area of the exhibition space is

relatively small, such that the visitor density becomes

comparatively high. For this reason, historical

museums are considered appropriate for a study on

visitor density, which has a comparatively large effect

on visitors’ viewing behaviors.

Because rural-urban migration has risen since

Korea's industrialization, population density in the

metropolitan areas of Korea has increased rapidly

during this time. Recently, due to increased awareness

3) Refers to the area in which visitors can establish a viewing

circulation: the area of the exhibits was subtracted from the

area of exhibition space.

regarding the value of museums, the percentage of

visitors who want to spend their leisure time in

museums is increasing. Accordingly, the number of

visitors to museums in the national capital area is

higher than that of the provincial museums because

the capital area is more densely populated. Thus, the

museums in the national capital area were selected for

analysis in this study. In addition, after considering

the characteristics of museums, their locations, their

quantitative features, and the configurations of their

exhibition space, the National Museum of Korea

<HM-1>, the National Palace Museum of Korea

<HM-2>, the National Folk Museum of Korea

<HM-3>, the Seoul Museum of History <HM-4>, and

the Gyeonggi Provincial Museum <HM-5> were

selected as the cases for study.

1.3. Research methods

(1) The research method of observing survey of visitors

<Figure 2> The scope of observing survey of visitors

Tracing visitor circulation (people following) is a

method where a researcher traces the circulation of

target visitors and depicts the visitors’ courses on a

floor plan. In this study, many unspecified visitors

were selected as subjects; we excluded visitors with

specific purposes, such as those visiting in groups

with guides and visitors who only visited a single

exhibition space. In all, 40 visitors from each of 5 the

museums, i.e., a total of 200 visitors, were selected. At

the time of the study a survey of the spatial

distribution of visitors (snapshot) was simultaneously

performed with a people following survey of all areas

of the museums, the people following survey was

limited to the public area in which free movement of

visitors was allowed.4) The snapshot survey targeted

all visitors excepting targets within the exhibition

space surveyed.

During the people following survey, the exhibits the

4) The areas that are open only to the employees of museum, such

as office areas, were excluded from the scope of this study.
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subjects viewed and not viewed in each room and

their viewing circulation within that room was

recorded, along with the times they entered/exited

each exhibition room.5) The distribution of visitors

within each exhibition space was examined twice to

assess visitor density: first when a targeted visitor

entered a given exhibition room, and then when that

visitor left that room. The gender of visitors was not

noted at the time of observation. The study was

performed from 10 A.M. to 5 P.M., which was

considered a common viewing time, given the opening

and closing time of each museum. The study was

conducted on the same days for each museum,

excluding the days when a given museum was closed.

(2) The definition of terminology

<Figure 3> The definition of terminology

Figure <3> represents terms and their definitions in

this study. In order to calculate the pure viewing are

a,6) the area of the exhibits was subtracted from the

area of exhibition space, and this was used to

measure the visitor density7) and determine a visitor’s

persistence level of staying in exhibition space.8) The

length of exhibits the subjects viewed and did not

view is used for deducing the persistence level of

viewing exhibits9) and the abandonment rate of

5) In order to calculate the viewing time, the time difference

between the time of entry and exit from the exhibition room

was calculated.

6) Refer to footnote 3.

7) This is the result of dividing the average number of visitors in

exhibition space by the pure viewing area.

8) This is the result of dividing the viewing time of the survey

target by the pure viewing area. This indicates the degree of

the persistence of staying in the space where the viewing

circulation can be established by the survey targets in the

exhibition rooms.

9) This is the result of dividing the viewing time of the survey

target by the length of the exhibits viewed by the targets. This

refers to the persistence of the survey targets’ viewing exhibits.

viewing exhibits.10) To calculate viewing speed11) and

the persistence level of staying in exhibition space, the

viewing time of the subjects was compared with the

duration of the subjects’ circulation and the length of

the exhibits viewed by targets within the exhibition

space. With this, the abandonment rate of an

exhibition space12) was determined.13)

(3) The analysis method of the configuration of exhibition

space

<Figure 4> The analysis method

of the configuration of exhibition space

To investigate the configuration of the exhibition

space, the placement of each exhibition space in terms

of depth of viewing area relative to the public spaces

was measured. For calculation, the degree of the

distance between the public space and the each

exhibition space14) was indicated by positive whole

10) This refers to the ratio of length of exhibits that the target

subjects have not viewed within the total length of all exhibits

in each exhibition room.

11) This is the result of dividing the length of viewing circulation

within the exhibition room by the viewing time.

12) 1. The exhibition room units in this study are classified

according to the name of the exhibition room.

2. This refers to the ratio of the targets who abandoned the

viewing of the unit exhibition room to all subjects (40 people

per exhibition room).

13) In the case of viewing speed and visitors’ density, the behaviors

of the visitors who did not enter the exhibition room were not

taken into consideration. Under the premise that the visitors

who did not enter the exhibition room would abandon the

viewing of all the exhibits in that exhibition room, the

abandonment rate of the viewing exhibits, the persistence rate

of viewing exhibits, the abandonment rate of visiting exhibition

space and the persistence rate of staying in exhibition space

were assumed to be 0, 100%, 100% and 0, respectively. The

resulting value of viewing behaviors in this research is the

mean value of the viewing behaviors in each exhibition room
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numbers. For this, based on space syntax, the convex

space of each museum was analyzed.

In addition, using this method, the depth of

placement of each exhibition space from the public

space was quantified. The mean value was calculated

by averaging this convex space’s depth for each

exhibition space to find the average depth of

exhibition space in the museum.

2. Theoretical consideration

 
2.1. Understanding of the preceding Studies

It has been observed many times that spatial

configuration affects people’s movements.15) The

development system for exhibition space can be used

as an index for predicting visitor viewing behavior,

and it enables us to anticipate the movement of

visitors in relation to exhibition space configurations.

The various types of museum space configurations

determine the types of visitor space experiences, and

this influences the types of interactions between the

visitors and the exhibits.16) The morphological

characteristics of the presentation of information

reflected in the configuration of a museum exhibition

space provides the framework for the analysis and

investigation of the actual characteristics of visitor

behavior in museums.17)

2.2. Understanding the configuration of exhibition

space

Among previous studies that have examined

museums from a typological perspective, studies18)

based on the development system of exhibition space

divide the configurations of museums’ exhibition

14) John Peponis and Jenny Hedin mentioned in his study that “The

numbers of places that should be crossed, in order to move

from one point from another can be defined as the depth

between those 2 spaces”. John Peponis, Jenny Hedin, The

Layout of Theories in the Natural History Museum, 9H, 1982

15) B Hillier et al, Natural movement: or, configuration and

attraction in urban pedestrian movement. Environment and

Planning B: Planning and Design 20, 1993.

16) Lim C.J. and Park J.R, A Study on the Characteristic of

Visitor’s Movement in Exhibition Circulation, KIID Journal, Vol.

17, 1998, p.194.

17) Lim C.J, A Study on the Design Guide for Exhibition

Environment about MED Museum the Environmental

Development Institute of Hongik University, 1997, p.107.

18) Lim C.J, op.cit, p.107.

spaces into “passage type”, “corridor type” and “open

type”. In a study19) that integrated temporal

characteristics with the development system of

exhibition space related to the development of

knowledge, the types of exhibition space configurations

in museums were classified as “Public-to-room”,

“Room-to–room”, “Room-to-rooms” and “Free plan”.

Among these, the system20) of “Public-to-room” is a

configuration that acts as a link connecting public

space to the exhibition space while maintaining a

conventional spatial configuration. Public space refers

to corridors or halls and surrounding space; in this

way, exhibition spaces are connected with each other,

resulting in the selective situation of space in terms of

circulation. The system of “room-to-room” is a form

of exhibition space configuration in which independent

exhibition rooms are connected to each other on a 1

to 1 basis. In a configuration like this, visitors cannot

directly access the exhibition room from a public

space, and because the exhibition rooms are connected

in a linear manner, controlled circulation results.

Because of this, visitors move around each exhibition

room in the same sequence, regardless of visitor

preference.21)

The characteristics of museum exhibition space

configurations have changed in ways that reflect the

social changes and culture of the time. Specifically,

around the 1990s, there were attempts at spatial and

functional complexity to integrate the diversity of

modern social structure and culture into the typical

spatial forms of the past, such as “The system of

public-to-room” and “The system of room-to-room”,

as is evident in the museum architecture of that time.

Contemporary Korean museums, reflecting the trend of

the times, aim to establish more complex spatial

systems than the typical spatial configurations, such

as the systems of “public-to-room” and “room-

to-room”, of the past. As a result, a spatial system

that reflects new social aspects is taking root in

contemporary Korean museums.22)

19) Moon J.M, An analytic study on the change of periodical

significance in art museum, focused on the configuration of

exhibition space, A doctoral dissertation of Hongik University,

2004. p.8.

20) “System” means the configuration of the exhibition space.

21) Moon J.M, op.cit, pp.87-88.

22) The tendency of the complex configuration of exhibition space in

this case can be explained through the efforts for constructing
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Classification Number HM-1 HM-2 HM-3 HM-4 HM-5

Name of museum
The National museum of

Korea

The National palace

museum of Korea

Th National folk museum of

Koreae

The Seoul museum of

history

The Gyeonggi

provincial museum

Opening year23) 2005 2005 1993 2002 1995

Location Seoul Seoul Seoul Seoul Gyeonggi Province

Number of exhibit floors24) 3 floors (multi-floored) 3 floors (multi-floored) 1 floor (single-floored) 2 floors (multi-floored) 2 floors (multi-floored)

Area

Exhibition space 27,275㎡ 11,580㎡ 7,352㎡ 6,524㎡ 2,300㎡

Exhibits 8,117㎡ 2,586㎡ 2,858㎡ 1,515㎡ 797㎡

Pure-Viewing area 19,159㎡ 8,546㎡ 4,494㎡ 5,010㎡ 1,502㎡

Length of Exhibition 2,327m 654m 956m 1,052m 576m

Spatial Configuration of

Exhibition space

close to a system of

“Public-to-room”

close to a system of

“Public-to-room”

close to systems between

“Public-to-room”and “

Room-to-room ”

close to a system of

“Room–to-room”

close to a system of

“Room-to-room”

Depth25) 2.325 2.149 3,012 3.616 3,512

Form of circulation26) Free movement Free movement
Free movement and

Regulated movement
Regulated movement Regulated movement

Obser

vation

study

People

following

Snapshot

<Table 1> Basic factors and results of observation study of cases in this study

3. Basic case studies

<HM-1> is a type of museum that unfolds from

the 1st floor to the 3rd floor. On each floor, groups of

exhibition rooms composed of exhibition space units

are located on both sides of a central hall. It is

possible for a visitor to enter or exit the public space

from an exhibition room while viewing exhibits

through many doorways connected to each group of

exhibition rooms.

<HM-2> is a type of museum that unfolds from

new spatial configurations in accordance with the new phase of

the time. Suh S.W and Lee S.H, op.cit, p.46.

23) Opening year includes the year of establishment, reopening year,

and the year of maintenance.

the 2nd basement floor to the 1st basement floor.

Each floor has a group of circulation-type exhibition

rooms, which form an independent exhibition space

that has an entrance by which visitors can enter or

exit the public space from an exhibition room while

viewing. Visitors proceed with the viewing in

exhibition rooms after entering through the entrances

on both sides in the central hall.

<HM-3> is a single-floored museum. Visitors enter

the exhibition room through an entrance that is

connected to the central hall and view the exhibition

24) Calculated by the floor where the exhibition space is formed.

25) The public space, the standard for calculating the depth, is the

space viewers can visit on their own free will.

26) Means the type of circulation by the configuration of exhibition
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rooms that are sequentially connected in order. Viewing

ceases when visitors exit at the end of the exhibition.

<HM-4> is a museum that consists of 2 groups of

exhibition rooms on the 1st floor and groups of

permanent exhibition rooms, including the model

exhibition rooms, on the 2nd floor. In general, each

group of exhibition rooms is designed such that

visitors proceed to view, in order, the exhibition rooms

that are connected in a sequence after entering the

exhibition.27)

<HM-5> is a type of museum in which an

information board at the entrance recommends a

viewing circulation from the 2nd floor to the 1st floor

via a ramp. In general, it is designed such that a

visitor, after entering an exhibition room from a public

space, proceeds to view, in order, the exhibition rooms

that are connected in sequence.

As seen in Table 1, the system of “room-to-room”

can be partially identified in <HM-1> and <HM-2>,

but it is comparatively easy to access the public space

from the exhibition room because of the configuration

that allows each group of exhibition rooms to be

directly connected to the public space. Because of this,

the depth of each exhibition space is rather shallow,

and in general, the system is similar to

“public-to-room”.

In <HM-4> and <HM-5>, each group of exhibition

rooms is connected around the public space, such that

the individual exhibition rooms are not directly

connected to the public space in the middle, but are

rather consecutively connected to one another. Thus, it

is rather difficult to access the public space from each

exhibition room. As a result, the depth of each

exhibition room is comparatively deep and is thus

close to a system of “room-to-room”.

In <HM-3>, one can see the configuration in which

each group of exhibition rooms is directly connected to

the public space as well as the configuration where the

spaces are connected in sequence. Thus, this sample

shows a mixed tendency between the system of

“public-to-room” and the system of “room-to- room”.

4. A study of visitor behavior

space.

27) The group of the exhibition rooms in the 2nd floor was formed

in one group in“U”shape.

4.1. Investigation of visitors’ circulation and

viewing distribution

As seen in Table 1, in <HM-1>, visitor circulation

is concentrated in 2 groups of exhibition rooms in the

south public space of the 1st floor, as evident in the

higher spatial distribution in that area. In the rest of

the exhibition spaces, except for the group of

exhibition rooms in the south 1st floor, visits appeared

to be less frequent. Accordingly, on all the floors

except the 1st floor, the characteristic in viewing

behaviors caused by the easy accessibility to public

space from exhibition rooms while viewing is almost

insignificant.

One can see that visitors are concentrated in the

group of exhibition rooms on the 2nd floor in

<HM-2>. In the rest of the exhibition sections, except

for the 2nd floor, visits to the exhibition rooms turn

out to be less frequent due to factors such as the size

of the museums. Accordingly, the characteristic in

viewing behaviors caused by the easy accessibility to

public space from the exhibition room while viewing

is almost insignificant.

One can tell that every group of exhibition rooms is

connected to one another around a public space in

<HM-3>, but due to the consecutive configuration of

the exhibition rooms, the distribution of circulation

within the section from the entrance of the exhibition

room to the exit is relatively continuous and constant.

In <HM-4>, the distribution of circulation within the

section from the entrance to the exit of each exhibition

room is found to be comparatively stable. The group

of exhibition rooms on the 2nd floor tends to have a

higher amount of the circulation and spatial distribution

of visitors than the 1st floor, because the permanent

exhibition rooms are located on the 2nd floor.

<HM-5> shows a relatively stable distribution of

circulation within the section from the entrance to the

exit of each group of exhibition rooms. One can tell

that the amount of circulation and amount of spatial

distribution among different groups of exhibition rooms

tend to be relatively similar, due to factors such as

scale.

In <HM-1> and <HM-2>, in the case of the

exhibition rooms with the entrances to the public

space, the depth from the public space is shallower

than that of neighboring exhibition rooms, so one can
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Viewing

behavior

Name of

museum

Visitor density

(people/㎡)

Viewing speed

(m/min)

Persistence level of

viewing exhibits

Abandonment rate of

viewing exhibits

Persistence level of

staying in exhibition

space

Abandonment rate of

visiting exhibition space

HM-1 0.022 27.233 0.061 79.13% 0.003 62.62%

HM-2 0.015 28.640 0.053 70.05% 0.004 55.74%

HM-3 0.029 23.147 0.072 73.03% 0.006 33.93%

HM-4 0.028 19.976 0.157 69.67% 0.015 47.75%

HM-5 0.060 23.107 0.105 66.24% 0.020 51.82%

<Table 2> The results of quantitative analysis from visitors’ viewing behaviors.

see that the distribution of circulation and the spatial

distribution of these exhibition rooms differs from

those of their neighboring exhibition rooms.

Specifically, in the two exhibition rooms that are

separated by the public space, the amount of

circulation and the amount of spatial distribution

clearly decreases as the viewing proceeds due to easy

accessibility to the public space from the exhibition

room while viewing.

In <HM-4> and <HM-5>, one can tell that, due to

the configuration in which all the exhibition rooms are

adjoining within a section from the entrance to the

exit of the exhibition rooms, the depth from the public

place to each exhibition room is substantial. Because

of this, the distribution of visitor’s circulation is

comparatively stable.

4.2. A study of visitors’ behaviors

As seen in Table 2, the average visitor density in

the museum close to a system of “public-to-room” is

0.022 people/㎡ in <HM-1> and 0.015 people/㎡ in

<HM-2>, which is lower than the average visitor

density in museums close to a system of

“room-to-room”, which has 0.028 people/㎡ in

<HM-4> and 0.060 people/㎡ in <HM-5>. The

average visitor density in <HM-3> with a mixed

tendency of the systems “public-to-room” and

“room-to-room” is 0.029 people/㎡, which is average

among the museums studied, based on the

configuration of exhibition space.

The average viewing speeds in museums close to a

system of “public-to-room” are 27.733 m/min in

<HM-1> and 28.640 m/min in <HM-2>, which is

higher than the average viewing speeds in museums

close to a system of “room-to-room”, which are

19.976 m/min in <HM-4> and 23.107 m/min in

<HM-5>. The average viewing speed in <HM-3>

with a mixed tendency of the system of

“public-to-room” and the system of “room-to-room”

is 23.147 m/min, which is average among the

museums studied.

The average persistence level of viewing exhibits in

the museums close to a system of “public-to-room”

are 0.061 min/m in <HM-1> and 0.053 min/m in

<HM-2>, which is lower than the average persistence

level of viewing exhibits in the museums close to a

system of “room-to-room”, which are 0.157 min/m in

<HM-4> and 0.105 min/m in <HM-5>. The average

persistence level of viewing exhibits in <HM-3> with

the mixed tendency of the system of “public-to-room”

and the system of “room-to-room” is 0.072 min/m,

which is average among the museums studied.

The average abandonment rate of viewing exhibits in

the museums close to a system of “public-to-room” is

79.13% in <HM-1> and 70.05% in <HM-2>, which is

lower than the average abandonment rate of viewing

exhibits in the museums close to system of

“room-to-room”, which is 69.67% in <HM-4> and 66.24%

in <HM-5>. The average abandonment rate of viewing

exhibits in <HM-3> with a mixed tendency of the

systems “public-to-room” and “room-to-room” is 73.03%,

which is intermediate among the museums studied.

The average persistence level of staying in exhibition

space in museums close to a system of “public-to-room”

are 0.003 min/㎡ in <HM-1> and 0.004 min/㎡ in

<HM-2>, which is lower than the average persistence

level of staying in exhibition space in the museums

close to a system of “room-to-room”, which is 0.015

min/㎡ in <HM-4> and 0.020 min/㎡ in <HM-5>. The

average persistence level of staying in exhibition space

in <HM-3> with a mixed “public-to-room” and

“room-to-room” system tendency is 0.006 min/㎡, which

is intermediate among the museums studied.

The average abandonment rate of visiting exhibition

space in museums close to a system of

“public-to-room” are 62.62% in <HM-1> and 55.74%
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in <HM-2>, which is higher than the average

abandonment rate of visiting exhibition space close to

a system of “room-to-room”, which is 47.75% in

<HM-4> and 51.82% in <HM-5>. The average

abandonment rate of visiting exhibition space in

<HM-3> is 33.93%.

5. Correlation Analysis28)

[A] An analysis of <GA-N> in <Table 3>, shows

the relationship between visitor behavior in the

museums studied and the configuration of exhibition

space in the following way:

According to the result of an analysis of <GA-1>,

the lower the visitor density is, the higher the

viewing speed becomes and the higher the visitor

density is, the lower the viewing speed becomes. As a

result of an analysis of <GA-2>, the lower the visitor

density is, the lower the persistence level of viewing

exhibits tends to be and the higher the visitor density

is, the higher the persistence level of viewing exhibits

tends to be. From analysis of <GA-3>, the lower the

visitor density is, the higher the abandonment rate of

viewing exhibits tends to be and the higher the visitor

density is, the lower the abandonment rate of viewing

exhibits tends to be. From analysis of <GA-4>, the

lower the visitor density is, the lower the persistence

level of staying in exhibition space tends to be and

the higher the visitor density is, the higher the

persistence level of staying in exhibition space tends

to be. From analysis of <GA-5>, the lower the visitor

density is, the higher the abandonment rate of visiting

exhibition space tends to be and the higher the visitor

density is, the lower the abandonment rate of visiting

exhibition space tends to be.

From analysis of <GA-6>, the higher the viewing

speed is, the lower the persistence level of viewing

exhibits tends to be and the lower the viewing speed

is, the higher the persistence level of viewing exhibits

tends to be. From analysis of <GA-7>, the higher the

viewing speed is, the higher the abandonment rate of

28) 1. Clearly states that the correlation analysis in this chapter is

made from the perspective of the configuration of exhibition

space and is required for explaining all the correlation analysis

in footnote.

2. [A], [B] are prerequisites for all the correlation analyses in

Chapter 5.

viewing exhibits tends to be and the lower the

viewing speed is, the lower the abandonment rate of

viewing exhibits tends to be. From analysis of

<GA-8>, the higher the viewing speed is, the lower

persistence level of viewing exhibits tends to be and

the lower the viewing speed is, the higher persistence

level of viewing exhibits tends to be. From analysis of

<GA-9>, the higher the viewing speed is, the higher

the abandonment rate of visiting exhibition space

tends to be and the lower the viewing speed is, the

lower the abandonment rate of visiting exhibition

space tends to be.

From analysis of <GA-10>, the lower the

persistence level of viewing exhibits is, in general, the

higher the abandonment rate of viewing exhibits is

and the higher the persistence level of viewing

exhibits is, in general, the lower the abandonment rate

of viewing exhibits is. From analysis of <GA-11>,

the lower the persistence level of viewing exhibits is,

the lower the persistence level of staying in exhibition

space is and the higher the persistence level of

viewing exhibits is, the higher the persistence level of

staying in exhibition space is. From analysis of

<GA-12>, the lower the persistence level of viewing

exhibits is, the higher the abandonment rate of

visiting the exhibition space tends to be and the

higher the persistence level of viewing exhibits is, the

lower the abandonment rate of visiting the exhibition

space tends to be.

From analysis of <GA-13>, the higher the

abandonment rate of viewing exhibits is, the lower the

persistence level of staying in exhibition space tends to

be and the lower the abandonment rate of viewing

exhibits is, the higher the persistence level of staying in

exhibition space tends to be. From analysis of <GA-14>,

the higher the abandonment rate of viewing exhibits is,

the higher the abandonment rate of visiting exhibition

space tends to be and the lower the abandonment rate of

viewing exhibits is, the lower the abandonment rate of

visiting exhibition space tends to be.

From analysis of <GA-15>, the lower the average

length of staying in exhibition space is, the higher the

abandonment rate of visiting exhibition space tends to

be and the higher the average length of staying in

exhibition space is, the lower the abandonment rate of

visiting exhibition space tends to be.

[B] From analysis of <GB-N> in Table 3, the
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<GA-N>: The relationship between visitor behaviors of the museums in this study

GA-1 GA-2 GA-3 GA-4 GA-5 GA-6 GA -7

Visitor density Visitor density Visitor density Visitor density Visitor density Viewing speed Viewing speed

Viewing speed
Persistence level of

viewing exhibits

Abandonment rate of

viewing exhibits

Persistence level of

staying in ex-space

Abandonment rate of

visiting ex-space

Persistence level of

viewing exhibits

Abandonment rate of

viewing exhibits

Inverse

proportion

Direct

Proportion

Inverse

proportion

Direct

Proportion

Inverse

proportion

Inverse

proportion

Direct

Proportion

GA -8 GA -9 GA -10 GA -11 GA -12 GA -13 GA -14

Viewing speed Viewing speed
Persistence level of

viewing exhibits

Persistence level of

viewing exhibits

Persistence level of

viewing exhibits

Abandonment rate of

viewing exhibits

Abandonment rate of

viewing exhibits

Persistence level of

staying in ex-spaces

Abandonment rate of

visiting ex-space

Abandonment rate of

viewing exhibits

Persistence level of

staying in ex-space

Abandonment rate of

visiting ex-space

Persistence level of

staying in ex-space

Abandonment rate of

visiting ex-space

Inverse

proportion

Direct

Proportion

Inverse

proportion

Direct

Proportion

Inverse

proportion

Inverse

proportion

Direct

Proportion

<GB-N>: The relationship between exhibition space configuration and the viewing behaviors

GA -15 GB -1 GB -2 GB -3 GB -4 GB -5 GB -6

Persistence level of

staying ex-spaces
Depth Depth Depth Depth Depth Depth

Abandonment rate of

visiting ex-space
Visitor density Viewing speed

Persistence level of

viewing exhibits

Abandonment rate of

viewing exhibits

Persistence level of

staying in ex-space

Abandonment rate of

visiting ex-space

Inverse

proportion

Direct

Proportion

Inverse

proportion

Direct

Proportion

Inverse

proportion

Direct

Proportion

Direct

Proportion

legend public-to-room room-to-room

<Table 3> Graphs for correlation analysis between exhibition space configuration and viewing behaviors

depth of the museums close to the system of

public-to-room (<HM-1>, <HM-2>), in general, tends

to be low compared to the depth of the museums

close to the system of room-to-room (<HM-4>,

<HM-5>);29)

Because of [B], the visitor density in the museums

close to the system of “public-to-room” is found to be

lower than that in the museums close to the system

of “room-to-room”.: <GB-1>. According to [B], the

viewing speed in the museums close to the system of

“public-to-room” tends to be higher than that in the

museums close to the system of “room-to-room”.:

<GB-2>, which is confirmed by the result of the

correlation analysis in <GA-1>. Based on [B], the

persistence level of viewing exhibits in the museums

close to the system of “public-to-room” is lower than

29) When analysing relationships between viewing behaviors and depth

of exhibition space configuration, it is possible to expect the

analysis result of opposite situation of [B] and below analysis based

on the graphs of <table 3>

that in the museums close to the system of

“room-to-room”.: <GB-3>, which can be explained by

the correlations in <GA-2> and <GA-6>. Because of

[B], the abandonment rate of viewing exhibits in the

museums close to the system of “public-to-room” is

analyzed to be higher than that in the museums close

to the system of “room-to-room”.: <GB-4>, which is

accounted for by the results of the correlation analysis

in <GA-3>, <GA-7> and <GA-10>. According to

[B], the persistence level of staying in exhibition space

in the museums close to the system of

“public-to-room” appears lower than that in the

museums close to the system of “room-to-room”.:

<GB-5>, which can be explained by the correlations

in <GA-4>, <GA-8>, <GA-11> and <GA-13>. With

regard to [B], the abandonment rate of visiting

exhibition space in the museums close to the system

of “public-to-room” tends to be higher than that in

the museums close to the system of “room-to-room”.:
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<Figure 5>

Comprehensive considerations

of the results of the analyses

<GB-6>. This can be confirmed by the results of the

correlation analysis in <GA-5>, <GA-9>, <GA-12>,

<GA-14> and <GA-15>

The depth of the museum having a mixed tendency

of the systems “public-to-room” and “room-to-room”

(<HM-3>) shows an average tendency among the

museums studied based on the configuration of

exhibition space. As a result, the characteristics of the

viewing behaviors, in general, are somewhere between

the viewing behaviors in the systems of

“public-to-room” and that in the systems of

“room-to-room”.

6. Comprehensive consideration of the

results of the analyses

This study, through the above analysis, has

described that the museum configurations of exhibition

space affect visitors’ spatial distribution, and thus

provides a framework through which visitor behavior

can be explained. In the museums close to a system

of “public-to-room”, visitors’ viewing behaviors are

expected to be significantly affected by the

configuration of exhibition room that allow visitors to

easily access the public space from the exhibition

rooms while viewing. In other words, it has been

found that there were variable tendencies in visitors’

circulation patterns and visitors’ spatial distribution in

such configurations. In the cases of museums close to

the system of “room-to-room”, it is not easy to

access the public space from the exhibition room

while viewing because the exhibition room are

designed to be adjoining one another without access

to the public space, resulting in considerably less

variability in visitors’ viewing behaviors. Thus, the

patterns of visitors’ circulation show regularities, and

visitors’ spatial distribution tends to be consistent.

With respect to the museums with the mixed

tendencies between the systems “pubic-to-room” and

“room-to-room”, visitors’ circulation patterns and

spatial distributions show an intermediate tendency

among the museums studied, based on the

configuration of exhibition space.

Similarly, it is found that the configuration of

exhibition space affects the spatial distribution of

visitors, resulting in effects on visitor density. In the

museums close to a system of “public-to-room”, the

depth of placement of each exhibition space relative to

public space is comparatively shallow, so visitor access

from the exhibition rooms to the public space is

relatively free while viewing. Thus, the visitor density

is low, and, because of this, the viewing speed appears

relatively high30). Accordingly, the persistence level of

viewing exhibits in the museums close to a system of

“public-to-room” is low31), and the abandonment rate

of viewing exhibits becomes high. For these reasons,

the persistence level of staying in exhibition space is

low, and, accordingly, the abandonment rate of visiting

exhibition space generally tends to be comparatively

high in museums close to a system of “public-

30) Choi J.H explains in his study that visitors tend to quickly exit

from the exhibition rooms as the concentration of visitors is

lowered when it is easy to recognize and access the exit. In this

regard, the low visitor density and the high viewing speed in the

museums close to the system of “public-to-room” serves as an

example. In the same regard, the characteristics of the visitors’

behaviors in the museums close to the system of “public-to-room”

can be indirectly explained. Choi J.H, A study on visitor

circulation and behavior in the exhibition spaces of museum, A

doctoral dissertation of Hongik University, 2004, p.287.

31) Suh S.W and Lee S.H, in their books, mention that it is

possible for visitors to control, to some extent, their viewing

behavior in a spatial system that provides choices for visitors to

exit or arbitrarily repeat theirs courses in the middle of viewing.

They imply that this occurs to visitors’ behaviors in the

museums with the system of “public-to-room”. Suh S.W and

Lee S.H, 100 Years of Museum Architecture in Korea, Seoul :

Kimoondang, 2009, p.49.
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to-room”. In the museums close to the system of

“room-to-room”, the depth of placement of each

exhibition space relative to public space is

comparatively deep, so it is rather difficult for visitors

to access the public space from an exhibition room

while viewing. Thus, the visitor density in the

exhibition rooms is high due to continued viewing

behaviors, and the viewing speed is relatively low.32)

Accordingly, the persistence level of viewing exhibits

tends to be high and the abandonment rate of viewing

exhibits becomes comparatively low.33) For these

reasons, the persistence level of staying in exhibition

space tends to be high and, accordingly, the

abandonment rate of visiting exhibition space generally

tends to be lower compared to that in the museums

close to a system of “public-to-room”. The visitors’

viewing behaviors in museums with a mixed system

of “public-to-room” and “room-to-room” generally tend

to show intermediate tendencies among the museums

studied, based on the configuration of each exhibition

space, and this can be interpreted as the result of a

mixture of the characteristics of each configuration of

exhibition space. Through this analysis, one can thus

understand how the configuration of a museum’s

exhibition spaces influences visitors’ viewing behaviors.

7. Conclusion

This study shows that social education in museums

has not been properly conducted despite the change in

quantitative size of museums over time. This is

proposed to be one reason for the lack of sufficient

research and examination of viewing behaviors, which

was the purpose of this study. The study focused on

visitors’ viewing behaviors in the exhibit space of

museums by considering the fact that social education,

which is a unique function of museums, has not been

properly conducted for viewers despite the vast amount

32) By the study of Choi J.H, the high visitors’ density and the low

viewing speed in the museums close to the system of “room-to

-room” can be referred to. By this, the characteristics of the

viewing behaviors in the museums close to the system of

”room-to -room” can be indirectly explained. Choi J.H, op.cit, p.287.

33) Suh, S.W and Lee S.H write, in their book, that the spatial

system that induces the controlled circulation enables visitors to

avoid chaotic situations and makes the effective delivery of

information possible. They also address visitors’ viewing

behaviors in the museums close to the system of

“room-to-room”. Suh S.W and Lee S.H, op.cit, p.49.

of information harbored by museums. Among these

viewing behaviors, the effects of a museum’s

configuration of exhibition space on the visitors’

behaviors with regard to quantitative factors surrounding

visitor density were investigated in this paper.

Thus, in this study, a correlation analysis was

conducted in regards to quantitative analysis of the

configuration of the exhibition space and visitors’

behavior through an observation survey on visitors in

five public historical museums within the national

capital area of Korea. Each museum has its own depth

of exhibition spaces relative to public spaces. Some are

structured in close system of “public-to-room” or

“room-to-room”. Still others evidence a mixing of

these systems. These systems were found to lead to

differences among visitors’ behavior, which correlated

with the quantitative analysis of the spatial

configuration executed beforehand .

The conclusions drawn from this study are as

follows. This study found that the configuration of

exhibition space substantially affected visitors’

observation patterns. The study suggests that the

level of flow from public space to exhibition space

affects how visitors move through the exhibition

space, which bears on accessibility of the museum.

Accessibility also influences visitors’ circulation

patterns and visitor density. Specifically, visitor

density influenced viewing speed, as well as other

behaviors of visitors such as persistence level in

either abandonment rate of viewing exhibits or

staying and visiting exhibition space. These findings

suggest that the configuration of the museum

exhibition space influences visitors’ behaviors .

Through this study, we have been able to

understand the effect of the configuration of exhibition

space on visitors’ behavior. This study is significant

in that it helps to resolve the issue of a museum’s

purpose of social education through the

appropriateness of the configuration of exhibition space

in the museum.
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